
Here at S.W. James, our furniture delivery team handle all the heavy lifting – placing your new Chesterfield 

snugly in the chosen corner of your home. However, to ensure everything goes smoothly, we do need to 

check our delivery team can access your home.

Will it Fit?



So, you’ve got your heart set on your dream Chesterfield, now for the practical side of things – will it fit? We’ve created a handy guide for you to help our 

delivery team perfectly place your new S.W. James. Do remember that this is just a guide, and our sofas can vary in size by approximately 5cm! If you have 

any questions, chat to Warren and the production team on 0161 359 5462.

First things first, jot down the dimensions of your sofa in the boxes we’ve 

provided below. If you’re not sure what the measurements are, just visit 

swjames.com. These will make things easier when you’re measuring up 

the space in which your new sofa will live.

Option 1.

Open your door as wide as possible, and measure from the outer edge of 

the door to the inner edge of the doorframe. Always make sure to measure 

from the narrowest point. Record your measurements below:

If A (“door width”) is greater than your sofa’s height (H - above)? then our 

work here is done! Proceed to section 3 – ‘Hallway and internal doors’.  

If the width of your doorway is in fact smaller than your sofa, you’ll want to 

look at option 2.

 The legs can be detached from most of our sofas – successfully 

lowering the height by 3.5-12cms (or 21cm for our leggier models!)

Shall we begin?

Will it Fit?
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1. Measuring your sofa

2. Furniture vs. Front Door

Door Width

 Our chaise and corner sofas are delivered in two pieces. For more 

information on what dimensions to refer to for these designs, call Warren 

and the team on 0161 359 5462.

There are two ways to take on the front door, and the best course of action 

depends on the dimensions of your front door. We’ve made things easier 

below:



Option 2.

So, your doorway isn’t the biggest – but that’s no cause for concern! Our 

delivery team will simply have to lift the sofa into your home upright. To 

help us out, record the height of your door frame (B) here: 

Now that you’ve recorded those measurements, is your doorway height 

(B) higher than the length (L) (see part 1) of your sofa? If so, we should 

have a perfect fit! However, please make sure

 Your hallway is spacious enough to offer wiggle room

 Your sofa has lower or curved arms, allowing it to arch round 

         into your hallway

A word of advice: If your chosen sofa is too long or too wide to ease into 

your doorway, it’s worth taking a look at our vintage leather sofas – these 

have removable arms. Browse our designs at swjames.com.
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Still got that tape measure to hand? Measure the width of your hallway at its 

narrowest point, and check to see if it’s wider than the height of your sofa (H - from 

part 1). For ultimate ease of access, it helps to consider light fixtures and other 

obstacles alongside your measurements.

Luckily, internal doors follow the same steps we discussed in section 2 – (‘Furniture 

vs. Front Door’,) so our guess is you’re a seasoned pro by now! If you are struggling, 

remember you can always contact Warren and the team on 0161 359 5462.

If your property isn’t on the first floor, or you’d like your new Chesterfield 

placed upstairs, our team is more than happy to take things up a level. 

We’ll just need some measurements from you first! Measure the width 

Now you’ve got your measurements, is your staircase wider (A) than the 

height (H) of your sofa? If so, we’re in business! 

Is there a landing? If so, measure the width (A), depth (B), and height of 

your landing – provided these measurements are all larger than the depth 

(D), height (H), and length (L) of your sofa, it should be a perfect fit.

If your staircase has a bannister that we’ll need to lift the sofa over, check 

that the distance between the bannister and the ceiling is greater than the 

depth (D) of the sofa at its narrowest height.

That’s your sofa safe and sound upstairs! Should you have any questions, 

contact Warren and the team on 0161 359 5462.

3. Hallway and internal doors

4. Staircases
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